At Bitcointopia, we are creating a newly developing city, based on the most advanced
technology available. This will include a modernized approach to security, both for public safety
and for individual protection of life, liberty, and private property. One of the most valuable assets
people have these days is privacy, and information security is the key to maintaining that
privacy. In a world where Military weapons and police force are sometimes merged into the
same apparatus, we at Bitcointopia are working to find a better pathway for security for our
residents, guests and employees.
Police Departments are an example of an institution in society that has not evolved much over
the span of decades with regards to the physical actions of law enforcement. The new realm of
cyber technology has increased the scope of most police departments’ capabilities, including
network monitoring, financial monitoring, wire security, telephone, internet, and more recently
Blockchain. One tool we plan to introduce to the Bitcointopia Police Department is the
Knighscope Security Drone. This level of camera, microphone, and machine presence will play
a key role to maintaining order and security in Bitcointopia. An active monitoring system of this
nature is key to bringing a modern MegaCity like Bitcointopia into the future properly.
Weapons are also an important element of effective security measures in both the private home
and the public domain. We now live in a world where any firearm can be 3D printed with the
push of a button. Nevada is a gun friendly state, allowing citizens to possess many varieties of
firearms in both public and private spaces. The United States has been a hotbed of debate
regarding gun policy and regulation in recent years. Many remain torn about the morality of
restricting certain individuals access to firearms in conjunction with our Constitution’s second
amendment.
At Bitcointopia we have not made a policy or statement on Gun Rights, Gun Access or Gun
Control. We feel a neutral stance must be held alongside a clear appreciation for the safety and
security of our residents, guests, and employees. These types of rule-based government
agreements should be made by not just the community, but also along side the rule of law,
constitutional law & moral arguments. For example, the inconveniences of banning petroleum
vehicles from the Bitcointopia site in the future, however using them during construction so as to
not impede the initial construction phases. That same logic applies to our current stance on
firearms at Bitcointopia. During the rural and undeveloped phase of our new city, exceptions to
future policies must be made in order to effectively lay the groundwork for our future.
Privacy online is also key to one's security at Bitcointopia, as the financial basis of this new city
is the world's first Cryptocurrency called Bitcoin. This brings in a new level of Operational
Security (OpSec) in regards to protecting your funds from being stolen, observed, or abused in
regards to personal identity information that potentially could be attached to your Bitcoin
addresses and transactions. Remaining vigilant in your actions with Bitcoin, whether holding
BTC or spending BTC is a very important skill to be learned and retained by anyone who
chooses to interact with Bitcointopia.

In a cyberspace environment overlaying a physical environment, we must remember what it
means to be safe. Security and protection from physical and digital harm, are both vital to
modern humans’ survival in this digital society. So I ask everyone to come together in this
project, work as a community and discuss the options, opportunities and outcomes that would
be most agreeable to the entire population onsite. This will be one of the most evolving and
important governing decisions the Bitcointopia City formulates and it must include you as a
landowner.
Thank you for your support and consideration in making Bitcointopia a safe and secure
environment for everyone involved. Morgan Rockwell
Founder and CEO of Bitcointopia, INC.

